
BOOK REPORT ON THE SUN ALSO RISES

Plot Overview. The Sun Also Rises opens with the narrator, Jake Barnes, delivering a brief biographical sketch of his
friend, Robert Cohn. Jake is a veteran of.

Bill and Jake decide to leave for a small town called Burguete to fish, but Cohn chooses to stay and wait for
Brett. They spend five pleasant days fishing, drinking, and playing cards. People are gored by bulls in the
street, and bulls are slain in the ring; this is all described matter-of-factly, and in detail. She feels she has to do
something, as she has lost her self-respect with the way Mike and Cohn are around her. Bloom writes that it is
the effective use of parataxis that elevates Hemingway's prose. Hemingway clearly makes Cohn unlikeable not
only as a character but as a character who is Jewish. I told him to take the flowers of the Pyrenees away and
bring me a vieux marc. Jake, Bill, and Cohn hire a car and drive to Pamplona. The central figure, surely
closely related to Hemingway himself, is a newspaper writer, a loner in love with Brett Ashley, but neither of
them able to live a life which would or could have enough commitment to make a love relationship work.
Hemingway seems to be very interested in bull-fighting, but I found that his enthusiasm did not enliven the
topic for me. Buy Study Guide The narrator, Jake Barnes , describes Robert Cohn , a rich Jew who graduated
from Princeton with low self-esteem, had an unsuccessful marriage, lost most of his inheritance, and moved to
Paris with an exploitative woman, Frances, to write a novel. The Sun Also Rises established Hemingway as
one of the great writers of the 20th century. It is the mid's. As we discover, MIke is the biggest drunk of them
all, and quite a bore too. She tells him she is happy, and asks him to go to the fight with her. Brett leaves town
also, in the company of the matador. Jake describes how Romero killed the bull the afternoon of the funeral.
The other major characters are rather sad folks, lost, without meaning, and often, seemingly before the phrase
was invented, very ugly Americans. He complies, and boards an overnight train that same day. Although they
regularly go out together, their revelry is often joyless. Metaphors of money are thrown around frequently,
such as "something for nothing" and "getting your money's worth," which also portray the general attitude
toward consumerism and its meaning to that particular generation. Three matadors are there -- Romero,
Marcial, and Belmonte. Jake and Bill find Brett, Mike, and Cohn, and they watch the bulls unloaded.


